Citric Extra Strength CSP
Cleaner
An extra powerful, heavy-duty cleaner that quickly removes
unsightly hard water scale, soap film, rust deposits, urinary salts,
and oily residues from ceramic tile, stainless steel, porcelain, and
chrome fixtures. Just wipe it on, let it work, and rinse. Citric Extra
Strength CSP makes heavy-duty renovation quick and easy,
saving you both time and money.
- Rich lotion-like foam clings to vertical surfaces.
- Contains no irritating fumes.
- Clean lemon scent.

Technical Specifications
Appearance
Dilution Rate
Color
Scent
Non Volatile Matter
pH @ 25 deg. C

Opaque
RTU
Light Pink
Lemon
8.00 - 9.00%
<2.5

Safety
See material safety data sheet and product for
safety information, handling and proper use.

HMIS (Concentrate/RTU)
Flammability = 0

Health = 3

Availability
Reactivity = 0

HIL0012604

12 - 1 Quart Bottles

Directions
SHOWER WALLS -- Pour CITRIC EXTRA STRENGTH CSP into a bucket and dip scrub pad mounted on swivel pad
holder with handle into the bucket. Spread cleaner on all walls working upwards, with the pad. While the cleaner is
dissolving grit and grime on walls, apply it to soap trays, shower heads and other fixtures. Allow cleaner to work at least
15 minutes; lightly scrub all walls with scrub pad; then rinse cleaner from walls and fixtures.
TOILET BOWLS AND URINALS -- Apply with dispenser cap. Rub over surface of bowl and up under flush ring using
bowl swab. Allow cleaner to work at least 15 minutes on heavy buildups. Flush to rinse.
OTHER SURFACES -- Apply cleaner and rub over surface with damp sponge or cloth. Use a stiff brush on rough
surfaces. Allow cleaner to work at least 15 minutes on heavy buildups. Rinse well with clean water. Use mildly abrasive
hand pad (one that will not scratch or dull the surface) for difficult-to-remove deposits.
NOTICE: Do not use with ammonia or bleaches. Do not use on marble, terrazzo, resilient flooring, aluminum or
galvanized metal.
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